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Scarlett Dawn King Tomb
Winner of the Lannan Literary Award for
Poetry (2017) Acclaimed poet Shane
McCrae’s latest collection is a book about
freedom told through stories of captivity.
Historical persona poems and a prose
memoir at the center of the book address
the illusory freedom of both black and
white Americans. In the book’s three
sequences, McCrae explores the role mass
entertainment plays in oppression, he
confronts the myth that freedom can be
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based upon the power to dominate others,
and, in poems about the mixed-race child
adopted by Jefferson Davis in the last
year of the Civil War, he interrogates the
infrequently examined connections between
racism and love. A reader’s companion is
available at
wesleyan.edu/wespress/readerscompanions.
The next book in the best-selling Forever
Evermore series as Caro goes where no
spirit elemental has gone before... When
Philip Masterson sends Caro back in time,
he doesn't expect to set off a series of
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events that will see her return stronger
and more powerful than ever before. But
her time spent with the Prodigies, Kings,
and Elders in the nineties has
long–reaching consequences that no one
could have foreseen, consequences that
increase tensions between the Mystical
leadership when peace is needed. Then Caro
discovers something that changes the
entire trajectory of her life, and finds
herself torn: between the man she loves
and the man who could mean everything, and
the life that she's chosen and the life
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that she was born to lead.
Emotionally riveting and electrifyingly
sexy. Unputdownable. Rene burns up the
pages and leaves you raw, desperately in
need of more. —USA Today Bestselling
Author, Christin Lovell Juliana Petersen's
troubled past haunts her at every turn.
The crippling memories of an abusive
relationship, and the lack of support from
her family, lead her to flee her old life
and begin anew. After settling into a
quaint college town, Juliana finally feels
at peace, content to stay under the radar
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and keep things simple. Until Aiden Stone,
her new photography professor, crashes
into her life, blurring the line between
love and lust. As their torrid affair
reaches untold heights, Juliana struggles
to keep her shuttered emotions, and
growing affections, from throwing her into
a relationship she isn't prepared for.
With her newfound romance blinding her
from the looming shadows of her past, her
nightmares become reality, and she is
forced to discover her true strength
within. NOTE: If you’re not a fan of taboo
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tales of love and lust or cliffhanger
endings, this book isn’t for you. This
student/teacher romantic suspense novel is
the first book in the Cornerstone series
and contains sexual situations meant for
adult readers ages 18 and up. Keywords:
free ebook, romantic suspense, new adult
romance, teacher/student romance, college
romance, erotic suspense, freebie, free
From Scarlett Dawn comes the stunning,
sexy, sensual, surprising, spellbinding
conclusion to the bestselling Forever
Evermore trilogy. Queen Shifter, Lily
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Ruckler, has found solace in brutal
warfare. Her bloodied fists and bared
fangs fill the holes left in her memory,
the blank spaces that leave her soul
aching and empty. Her only pleasure is in
blood; her only salvation is the
relationship she has with her infant
child, the baby of unknown origins who
brings her solace and stability. When
Elder Harcourt summons Lily and her
protector Antonio back to the United
States, Lily thinks nothing unusual about
the change of location. But a standard
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reconnaissance mission leaves her trapped
inside King Zeller's private quarters, and
at his mercy. Surprise attraction rapidly
turns to a battle of wills and an intense
power struggle that leaves no clear victor
but plenty of resentment. They are not
allowed to nurse their wounds. In order to
win the war against the Commoners, the
King Vampire and Queen Shifter must work
together. It should be easy. The war is
turning, the battle is deadly, and both
Lily and Ezra love the cold cleanliness of
combat. But their chance meeting has led
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to more than an unlikely alliance. Secrets
have a way of surfacing, especially on a
torn - up battlefield, and Lily and Ezra
are about to re - learn all they cannot
remember. If they can't control their
emotions and responses, it will be to
their own ruin and the destruction of
everything around them.
Darkness Falls
Obsidian Liquor
Chosen Fool (Forever Evermore, #5)
Dawn of the Morning
A Novel of the Discovery of Tutankhamun's
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Tomb
The second saga in the bestselling,
groundbreaking Forever Evermore series
begins with Chosen Thief, where the life
of a skilled lawbreaker becomes much more
than she ever wanted... Caroline Jules
knows death is imminent. She's only 22,
but as an inmate of Death Row in the most
secure Mystical jail, what else could her
future hold? Caro has no idea. Her
solitary, transient life is about to get
flipped on its head when it is revealed
that she is the new Prodigy Elemental, and
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she has responsibilities and ties that she
can't ever escape. Caro is attempting to
run from a brutal past, but the Rulers
have other plans for this thief's future.
But the transition from a self–contained
existence to life with the other
Prodigies, the Kings and Queens, and even
the Elders was never going to be easy, and
Caro has secrets she's loath to share.
Suddenly she has friends, mentors, lovers
– and they all want to know more about her
than she is willing to reveal. Will Caro
ever escape the darkness of all she is, or
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will she fall deeper into the life that
has been chosen for her?
THE FINAL BOOK IN THE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING SERIES BY “ONE OF THE BEST
URBAN FANTASY AUTHORS IN PRINT
TODAY.”—Darque Reviews New York Times
bestselling author Keri Arthur brings her
Dark Angels series to a breathtaking
conclusion as half-werewolf, half-Aedh
Risa Jones treads a knife’s edge between
the salvation of the human race and its
total annihilation. The search for the
last key to the gates of hell has begun,
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and half-werewolf, half-Aedh Risa Jones is
in more danger than ever—and one misstep
could prove ruinous. It's only a matter of
time before Madeleine Hunter, the
dangerous head of the vampire council,
begins her hunt for complete domination.
And for Risa, that comes with an alarming
ultimatum: hand over the last key to
Hunter or, one by one, her loved ones will
die. Now, it’s a race against time for
Risa to save those she loves, and to stop
Hunter's apocalyptic plan to open the very
gates of hell. INCLUDES A BONUS EXCERPT OF
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KERI ARTHUR’S FIREBORN
ENJOYING THE CHASE is a stand alone
companion novel of Nothing Left to Lose.
*** due to some heavy language and sexual
content, this book is intended for persons
aged 18+ *** After more than 20 million
reads online, Nate and his pick-up lines
are now coming to an E-reader near you!
Nate Peters is living the playboy life. He
has great friends, a great job, no
responsibilities, no girlfriend, and he
loves it. Nate, being incredibly skilled
with a pick-up line, has never failed to
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get a girl in his life... until one day he
meets Rosie York. Rosie is completely
uninterested in him. Being unable to stand
a dented ego, Nate makes it his mission to
win her over. Not used to putting in much
effort, Nate is surprisingly enjoying the
chase of this off-limits little brunette.
Maybe he has finally met his match... But
Rosie has a few surprises of her own which
will make it remarkably more difficult for
him to get close to her. A Romance /
Humour that will make you laugh, cry and
scream in frustration.
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From Scarlett Dawn comes the stunning,
sexy, sensual, surprising, spellbinding
conclusion to the first saga in the
bestselling Forever Evermore trilogy.
Queen Shifter, Lily Ruckler, has found
solace in brutal warfare. Her bloodied
fists and bared fangs fill the holes left
in her memory, the blank spaces that leave
her soul aching and empty. Her only
pleasure is in blood; her only salvation
is the relationship she has with her
infant child, the baby of unknown origins
who brings her solace and stability. When
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Elder Harcourt summons Lily and her
protector Antonio back to the United
States, Lily thinks nothing unusual about
the change of location. But a standard
reconnaissance mission leaves her trapped
inside King Zeller's private quarters, and
at his mercy. Surprise attraction rapidly
turns to a battle of wills and an intense
power struggle that leaves no clear victor
but plenty of resentment. They are not
allowed to nurse their wounds. In order to
win the war against the Commoners, the
King Vampire and Queen Shifter must work
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together. It should be easy. The war is
turning, the battle is deadly, and both
Lily and Ezra love the cold cleanliness of
combat. But their chance meeting has led
to more than an unlikely alliance. Secrets
have a way of surfacing, especially on a
torn-up battlefield, and Lily and Ezra are
about to re-learn all they cannot
remember. If they can't control their
emotions and responses, it will be to
their own ruin and the destruction of
everything around them.
The Colored Patriots of the American
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Revolution: With Sketches of Several
Distinguished Colored Persons: To Which Is
Added a Brief Survey of the Condi
Marked
Exposed Affections
Chains
Chosen One (Forever Evermore, #6)
Re-tells the epic sagas of King Arthur, Roland, William Short
Nose, Diarmid, Robin Hood, Wayland the Smith, and Grettir
the Strong.
The King TrilogyForever Evermore Books 1-3/King Hall/King
Cave/King TombHarperCollins Australia
The second saga in the Forever Evermore series continues
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with Chosen Fool, where deception runs deep and Caro's
transitioning life turns even more deadly... Caroline Jules has
received news of a lifetime. She's going to be Queen to 'her'
people. Instead of running, as any sane criminal would, she
faces the mêlée with all the wits and savvy that her difficult
life has honed. With her best friend, Sin, at her side, Caro
pushes past the animosity her power inevitably brings, and
prepares to rewrite her future. Until the night Sin leaves, and
she is alone. Now, Caro must face the Royal world and all its
intrigues and intricacies by herself. People aren't always as
they appear–and danger lurks behind even the most pleasant
face. When a threat not even the Elders can handle puts her
new tribe in danger, Caro takes matters into her own hands.
Armed with the power of the mysterious spirit Elementals,
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Caro's determined to eliminate the evil ransacking the
Mysticals. All she needs is time. But time waits for no
fool…and time isn't as straightforward as it seems.
From New York Times bestselling author Rachel Vincent
comes a richly imagined, provocative new series set in the
dark mythology of the Menagerie… When Delilah Marlow visits
a famous traveling carnival, Metzger's Menagerie, she is an
ordinary woman in a not-quite-ordinary world. But under the
macabre circus big-top, she discovers a fierce, sharp-clawed
creature lurking just beneath her human veneer. Captured
and put on exhibition, Delilah is stripped of her worldly
possessions, including her own name, as she's forced to
"perform" in town after town. But there is breathtaking beauty
behind the seamy and grotesque reality of the carnival.
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Gallagher, her handler, is as kind as he is cryptic and strong.
The other "attractions"—mermaids, minotaurs, griffins and
kelpies—are strange, yes, but they share a bond forged by the
brutal realities of captivity. And as Delilah struggles for her
freedom, and for her fellow menagerie, she'll discover a
strength and a purpose she never knew existed. Renowned
author Rachel Vincent weaves an intoxicating blend of
carnival magic and startling humanity in this intricately woven
and powerful tale
The Book of Romance
Naughty List
Thirteen Naughty Holiday Stories
Scarlett
A Forever Evermore Novel
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Book One in the international bestselling
Fantasy series. Join thousands of readers all
over the world in this thrilling saga. A
classic epic fantasy bursting with intrigue
and action. Discover a vast and fascinating
universe, filled with lively, unique,
entrancing characters. Immerse yourself in
this adventure, packed with mystery and
action. Decipher the Enigma of the Ilenians,
which reigned in the dawn of time, only to
disappear without trace. What happened to
this Lost Civilization? What arcane mystery
surrounds it? Tremia, a continent on the
brink of war. Three kingdoms fighting to
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seize power over the great continent.
Experience palace intrigues, spying,
treachery, murder and relentless pursuits.
Discover the sinister figure manipulating the
fate of the continent from the shadows. A
coming of age heroic quest with classic
fantasy components: sword fights, magic, a
witch, wizards, sorcery, shamans,
necromancers, and non stopping action. All
wrapped in mystery and intrigue. Fantasy,
Steel, Magic and Love. Live an adventure
filled with intense romance, all-out fighting
and magic. Synopsis: Komir, a young warrior
from the mountains of Tremia, is trying to
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find his place among his tribe, the Norriel,
when Fate knocks at his door in the cruelest
possible way, to claim him as the hero he
still does not realize he is. Together with
his good friend Hartz he will begin a quest,
an adventure full of mysteries and magical
enigmas, which will lead him to discover his
past, understand his present, and face a
future of epic proportions. The Ilenian
Enigma: MARKED (Book #1) CONFLICT (Book #2)
TRIALS (Book #3) DESTINY (Book #4) A saga
that will keep you gripped!
The Naughty Literati are a group of authors
who’ve come together to showcase their epic
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talents in stories filled with powerful
eroticism and satisfying romance. Our tales
range from heartwarming and sweet to
scorching hot erotic, medieval to futuristic,
humans to aliens and shape-shifters, vanilla
committed couples to kinky ménage fun. THE
NIGHTWIND’S VISIT Charlotte Boyett-Compo Be
careful what you wish for. The NightWind
hears every whisper, every sigh, every need
and he's coming to grant your every wicked,
wanton desire. DEAR SANTA...I WANT A MAN FOR
CHRISTMAS Marianne Stephens Frustrated with
untrustworthy men, Melissa orders a man doll.
When delivery guy, Nick, shows up, she has
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second thoughts about how to satisfy her
needs. PRELUDE TO A MOST UNUSUAL MARRIAGE
Katherine Kingston Guilty secrets torment
widowed Elizabeth Fitzhugh. A Christmas visit
to the Earl of Chisenholm offers redemption,
if she can find the courage to grasp it. NO
GENTLEMAN Francesca Hawley Librarian Abby
Kelly comes west finding a roguish
shapeshifter who desires her. Will Goldwolf
is no gentleman, but Abby discovers he’s just
what she wants. JEWEL’S MENAGE CHRISTMAS
Berengaria Brown The excitement has left
Jewel, Donovan, and Oscar’s relationship.
Jewel plans to spice things up, but will
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Donovan and Oscar rise to the challenge? TUNE
ME UP Lainey-Jo Charles Jason catches Dani
having an intimate moment with a recording of
him singing to her, and is ready to move them
from friends to forever. ON THE EIGHTEENTH OF
JANUARY, ’78 OR, A NIGHT AT VALLEY FORGE
Regina Kammer During the infamous winter of
‘77-‘78 at Valley Forge, two soldiers fanboy
over their charismatic leader, General George
Washington. THE CHRISTMAS LEOPARD Lynne
Connolly Two gorgeous Italian hunks save art
restorer Sandi when she accidentally summons
an ancient evil from a mosaic. Their methods
are unconventional—and scorching hot!
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CHRISTMAS BAD GIRL Trinity Blaico She only
had one wish this Christmas. To find the one
man who was strong enough to master her in
bed and out. HOW THE ALIEN STOLE CHRISTMAS
Belle Scarlett On board a deep space station
Christmas Trent learns her sexy cyber
lover,who may not be human, wants to steal
her for his own. MERRY CHRISTMAS, KITTEN
Nicole Austin Sirena Petra wants one thing
for Christmas—an orgasm. And sex toy expert
Kenyon Fort has exactly what the lion shifter
needs to find more than just her happy place.
VIKING IN TARTAN Suz deMello Medieval romance
from the Highland Vampires series. A Viking
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raider brings change to little Clan
Kilbirnie, especially to the chieftain's
daughter, Rhona. HOLDIN’ ON Alexa Silver Rock
star Max is terminally ill. When Aislin falls
into his life, rocking his world,everything
changes. Is she his Christmas miracle?
Shifters now run the world through
corporations after the humans all but
destroyed Earth. It's too bad humans are
still oblivious. They have no clue terrifying
beasts rule their broken world. And then
along came a human. A beautiful and klutzy
human. She's the trigger the shifters have
been waiting for... But beware of the soulPage 30/65
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sucking darkness soon to follow.
Leaving him was the hardest thing I've ever
done, but I have to put our people first.
Werewolf City is at war and I'll do whatever
it takes to turn the tides in the wolves'
favor, even if it means stepping up in my new
role. The Paladins are a secretive people
that I know nothing about. What I thought
would be a quick trip into their lands turns
into a fight for my life. The future Sawyer
and I have dreamed of together threatens to
crumble. I'm torn. Do I choose love and a
sure future with the man of my dreams, or do
I follow my heart and save a dying people I
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know nothing about, no matter the cost?
Either way I have to make it back to him; I
can't imagine a life in which we don't exist
together.
Menagerie
The Ilenian Enigma
Trigger
Sylvia & Michael
King Tomb
"Excellent as usual. This series is one of
the best I ever read and I read a lot!" 5-star customer review. Deadly power.
Stunning beauty. She will not be controlled.
Sixteen-year-old Beth’s ordinary life is
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shattered the night her dormant magic awakens
and she almost kills her boyfriend. Horrified
at what she’s done, she flees into the fae
realm to find the siren mother who disowned
her a decade ago. When it turns out her power
cannot be controlled, she is once again cast
out from the siren community. Alone and
afraid, Beth winds up in the Dark North where
a group of witches rescues her. They offer to
help her gain control of her deadly magic—but
at what price? Scarlett is a companion story
to the bestselling YA fantasy Creepy Hollow
series. Grab your copy today to taste a
darker side of this captivating magical
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world! While this story is best enjoyed in
conjunction with the rest of the Creepy
Hollow series, it is a standalone story that
can be read on its own. (Optimal reading
position in series: after book 1, The Faerie
Guardian) Readers' reviews: "A fabulous
addition to the Creepy Hollow series." "I
haven't read books this good in a really long
time. Rachel, please always keep writing!"
For years, animal shelters have been hearing
a similar message, "You need to use your
data!" But which pieces of data should be
monitored? How often? And to what degree of
detail? Every Nose Counts: Using Metrics in
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Animal Shelters is a guide book that seeks to
answers these questions, and many more. It
all starts with a simple question: "What are
your goals?" From here, we walk you through
examples of metrics you can use to track
progress toward your goals. Along the way, we
offer insights to help you better display
your data and breakdown the math behind the
metrics to help give you a deeper and broader
understanding of exactly what your numbers
are telling you -- and what they're not! This
guidebook is geared toward anyone working in
or with an animal shelter or rescue group.
Shelter directors, managers, staff, and
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veterinarians will all glean insights. From
intake to outcomes and all points in between,
we aim to offer a practical, accessible
approach to using data. We hope that doing so
will assist you in guiding the important
decisions you make every day in your work
serving animals and people in your community.
Subject Name: Braita Valorn Race: Human Sex:
Female Age: 18 Designation: Slave
Temperament: Hostile Thrown head first into a
barbaric world she knows nothing of, Braita
Valorn must adapt to the dark life as a
slave. Her survival hinges on it. With her
freedom stolen, her existence is now
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controlled by the possessive Plumas of the
West. But what they cannot control are her
feelings and the other set of men who want
her-and who are willing to use every trick
they know to obtain her from their enemies.
Only Braita never expected to fall for these
two Pluma leaders of the East. Braita is a
fighter. She demands her freedom most of all.
And this slave is willing to use her own
tricks to get what she wants. Including her
men...
TEMPT (a Take It Off novel) ***This is a new
adult contemporary novel and contains sexual
content and graphic language. It is not
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intended for young adult readers.*** Stranded
and alone with not one, but two wickedly
enticing men. Ava arrives at the airport,
expecting to board a commercial flight to
Puerto Rico. But a plane ticket isn't waiting
for her. Instead, she finds a guy with dark
curly hair wearing seriously ratty jeans and
holding a sign with her name on it. He may
not look like a pilot, but he is. And he's
her ride. So now it's just Nash and her on a
tiny tin can of a plane flying over the
Atlantic. When a thunderstorm comes out of
nowhere, it proves to be too much for the
little aircraft. Ava and Nash plunge from the
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sky and end up on an uncharted deserted
island. Stranded. As if that isn't bad
enough, Ava starts to desire more than just
rescue-hunger for more than food. Nash is
only too happy to oblige... but it seems they
might not be as alone as they thought. And
Nash might have some competition in claiming
Ava's body... and her heart.
Last Stand
Fallen Academy: Year One
Every Nose Counts
A Creepy Hollow Story

Enter a world of Egyptian pharaohs and ancient curses
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from the Queen of Historical Fiction. London, 1922. A
discovery from ancient Egypt . . . A cursed package . . .
The untold story of a young pharaoh . . . When Lilian
Kaye finds a parcel on her grandad's doorstep, she is
shocked to see who sent it: a famous Egyptologist, found
dead that very morning, according to every newspaper in
England! The mysterious package holds the key to a
story . . . about a king whose tomb archaeologists are
desperately hunting for. Lil and her friends must embark
on an incredible journey - to return the package to its
resting place, to protect those they love, and to break the
deadly pharaoh's curse . . . 'This crisp, beautifully paced
story will hold every young reader in thrall.' Telegraph
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'Hooked yet? You'd have to be dead and wrapped in
bandages not to be.' The Times
The best-selling mafia series, by NYT Times bestselling
author, Scarlett Dawn, continues with Obsidian Mask,
where stakes are raised in passion and devotion--not just
guns... Elizabeth Forter tamed the head of the Russian
mafia, Daniil Kozar. Or so she thought. But the mafia has
nothing on her parents--the preacher and anti-gun
conspirator. The Lion Security team is thrown for a loop
when Mr. and Mrs. Forter decided Key West is their next
destination to save their daughter from her 'down-slide'
into the darker side. While Elizabeth is busy distracting
her overbearing parents...her lover is watching her.
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Because she lied. And lying to the Russian mafia can
only cause groundbreaking shenanigans. The sort of
trouble Elizabeth isn't prepared for, ultimately tying her to
the gun-waving killers. Perhaps Elizabeth and Daniil
should have watched their backs, instead of each other.
Two lovers can be blinded by their own wants. So what
happens when the very air you breathe is poisonous?
You put on a gas mask...and pray.
The Lion Security series fires off with Obsidian Liquor,
where no one escapes the Russian mafia's burning
flame... While a brutal competition of America's heroes is
held in the United States, Elizabeth Forter is on a
personal mission to destroy the Mayor of New York City.
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But when she's caught red-handed by a man who kills
for a living, her enmity rapidly turns to fear. Daniil Kozar
isn't a man to trifle with, and Elizabeth is forced to strike
a deal with the mafia king. Her every action is watched,
and she needs to decide how to handle the gun-toting
criminal--and his seductive charm. Daniil may be the
devil her father warned about. Or he may be the sensual
awakening Elizabeth never knew she needed.
Somewhere, Elizabeth's dad is screaming a prayer...
*Originally published in The Obsidian Collection* *This
work contains sexual material intended for readers 18+*
Bestselling author Gill Paul returns with a brilliant novel
about Lady Evelyn Herbert, the woman who took the
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very first step into the tomb of Pharaoh Tutankhamun,
and who lived in the real Downton Abbey, Highclere
Castle, and the long after-effects of the Curse of
Pharaohs. Lady Evelyn Herbert was the daughter of the
Earl of Carnarvon, brought up in stunning Highclere
Castle. Popular and pretty, she seemed destined for a
prestigious marriage, but she had other ideas. Instead,
she left behind the world of society balls and chaperones
to travel to the Egyptian desert, where she hoped to
become a lady archaeologist, working alongside her
father and Howard Carter in the hunt for an undisturbed
tomb. In November 1922, their dreams came true when
they discovered the burial place of Tutankhamun,
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packed full of gold and unimaginable riches, and she
was the first person to crawl inside for three thousand
years. She called it the “greatest moment” of her life—but
soon afterwards everything changed, with a string of
tragedies that left her world a darker, sadder place.
Newspapers claimed it was “the curse of Tutankhamun,”
but Howard Carter said no rational person would
entertain such nonsense. Yet fifty years later, when an
Egyptian academic came asking questions about what
really happened in the tomb, it unleashed a new chain of
events that seemed to threaten the happiness Eve had
finally found.
The Collector's Daughter
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Poems by Emily Dickinson
Alpha Girl
Forever Evermore Books 1-3/King Hall/King Cave/King
Tomb
Mated to the Alpha King
You're beautiful and kind and very smart. But best of all, you're
mine. Do you remember the stories your Grandma used to tell you
every night about cursed beasts, village beauties, girls in red capes
and wolves in disguises? Well, maybe, just maybe... they actually
do happen. Maybe, beasts do exist. They do. I would know. I am
bound to one. Whom, you may ask? Well, I am mated to the Alpha
King. How? You will see. You will live through it with me. I am
Theia Anderson. I am just like any one of you, human, alive, and
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breathing. But unlike any one of you, I've stumbled upon a world
that until yesterday... I couldn't even fathom into existence. This is
my story.
Salisbury, 1226 A young pregnant woman is found tangled in reeds
in the river Avon, her identity a mystery. Grieving widow Ela
Longespée is determined to succeed her husband as sheriff of
Salisbury, and quickly takes charge of the investigation. She soon
finds herself in the thick of a neighborhood scandal and a struggle
to maintain her authority. With multiple suspects, can she identify
the true killer? The Ela of Salisbury Medieval Mystery Series This
series features a real historical figure—the formidable Ela
Longespée. The young Countess of Salisbury was chosen to marry
King Henry II’s illegitimate son William. After her husband’s
untimely death, Ela served as High Sheriff of Wiltshire, castellan of
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Salisbury Castle, and ultimately founder and abbess of Lacock
Abbey. The Ela of Salisbury Medieval Mystery series: Book 1:
Cathedral of Bones Book 2: Breach of Faith Book 3: The Lost Child
Book 4: Forest of Souls Book 5: The Bone Chess Set Book 6:
Cloister of Whispers Coming 2022: Book 7: Palace of Thorns
He's the Black Mage and she's the traitor to the Crown. Ryiah's
world was shattered the night she discovered King Blayne's
nefarious plans. Now, she has to betray the one she loves most in
order to save the realm from war. Torn between love and duty, Ry
finds herself on a perilous mission to help the rebels and convince
the kingdom of Pythus not to honor its pact with the corrupt king of
Jerar--all the while deceiving the most powerful mage in the realm,
the very man sworn to protect the Crown and hunt the rebels at all
costs: her husband. She's one step ahead, but sooner or later the
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curtain will fall. Sooner or later, she'll have to fight. Witness the
epic conclusion of The Black Mage series, and see just how far one
girl will go to save her kingdom and the boy she loves--even when
that boy has become the enemy.
"Patrice Michelle writing as P.T. Michelle"--Cover.
The Evil Queen
The Elusive Pimpernel
Cathedral of Bones
Chosen Thief (Forever Evermore, #4)
Tempt
Seoafin “Finnie” Wilde was taught by her
parents that every breath was a treasure and
to seek every adventure she could find. And
she learns this lesson the hard way when they
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perish in a plane crash. But she never
forgets and when she discovers there is a
parallel universe where every person has a
twin, she finds a witch who can send her
there so she can have the adventure of a
lifetime. But upon arrival in the Winter
Wonderland of Lunwyn, she realizes she’s been
played by her twin and finds herself walking
down the aisle to be wed to The Drakkar.
Thrown into inauspicious circumstances, with
years of practice, Finnie bests the
challenges and digs into her adventure. But
as Frey Drakkar discovers the woman who is
his new wife is not Princess Sjofn, a woman
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he dislikes but instead, his Finnie, a freespirit with a thirst for venture just like
him, without her knowledge he orders his new
bride bound to his frozen world, everlasting.
But at the same time Frey plunges Finnie into
a web of political intrigue that includes
assassination plots, poison, magic, mystery
and… dragons.
In this, the sequel to ‘The Scarlet
Pimpernel’, French agent and chief spycatcher Chauvelin is as crafty as ever, but
Sir Percy Blakeney is more than a match for
his arch-enemy. Meanwhile the beautiful
Marguerite remains wholly devoted to Sir
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Percy, her husband. Cue more swashbuckling
adventures as Sir Percy attempts to smuggle
French aristocrats out of the country to
safety.
Staring at the hands of two men greedily
clutching her legs, Julia is frozen in placeunsure of how she should react to their dualintimacy. It's one thing to have her
photography professor show an interest in
her, but to also have his identical twin
making advances puts Julia's mind into a
total state of chaotic confusion. Is she able
to handle the pressure of choosing between
two men, who both manage to take her breath
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away? In the last week, Julia Peterson's life
has become an emotional roller coaster with
breathtaking twists that include breaking all
the rules with a certain professor, to gutwrenching horror as a stalker from her past
lurks behind the scenes and threatens her new
happiness. Despite her attempts to conceal
her secrets and keep her friends in the dark,
she must learn to cope with the idea that not
all secrets are meant to stay hidden. When
her haunting past comes at her with a
vengeance and life is determined to beat her
down, Julia must discover true strength
within herself before she is able to open her
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heart, find who she really is, and learn to
love. Exposed Affections is the second and
final novel in the Cornerstone series,
contains mature content, and is meant for
adult readers ages 18 and up.
When her owner dies at the start of the
Revolution, a greedy nephew keeps Isabel and
her younger sister enslaved and sells them to
Loyalists in New York, where Isabel is
offered the chance to spy for the Patriots.
King Tomb (Forever Evermore, #3)
The King Trilogy
Obsidian Mask
Fall
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Reboot
A savagely wicked new adult sci-fi serial blasts off with Fall, the first
installment in The Cold Mark Saga...Only one thousand Humans
survived The Travel from the shattered Earth. Some Humans say it
was their penance for crushing such beauty. Eighteen-year-old Braita
merely thought it was pathetic - pathetic that her people had been that
blind.Now, the Humans live in the solar system, Kline, where three
planets are habitable. Joyal, the smallest planet, is embraced by the
Humans - their family to love as they had never loved Earth. Though
a planet covered mainly in water is dangerous real estate to dwell
upon.Their worry turns into devastating reality when Braita's blessed
village is struck by a tsunami. Population numbers must be kept to a
minimum. Drastic measures must be taken. Braita's life is twisted in
brutality when she is chosen as one of the three hundred Humans to be
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removed from Joyal...and sent to the Mian, the aliens to fear, on the
planet Triaz.Thrown head first into a barbaric world she knows
nothing of, Braita must adapt to a dark life as a slave of the Mian
society. Her existence depends on it...and possibly, the fall of her
heart.
Brielle Atwater isn't sure of much, but she knows a few things: 1.
Having black wings is not normal. 2. Selling her soul to the demons
was a mistake. 3. Lincoln Grey is the biggest jerk she's ever met ... but
not falling in love with him might prove impossible. When angels fell
from the sky to war with the demons that ravaged Earth, their
combined powers infected humanity. Now, the humans are assigned
one of two fates, being either demon gifted or angel blessed. After
wings sprout from Brielle's back at her awakening ceremony, she's
sure she's an angel blessed celestial. It's not until she sees black wings
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that she realizes something is terribly wrong. Having sold her contract
at a young age to save her father's life means she should be bound for
Tainted Academy. That is, until a fallen angel unexpectedly fights for
her to be accepted into Fallen Academy, the elite school for those that
inhabit Angel City. She's immediately matched with her impossibly
handsome celestial teacher, Lincoln Grey. Laying eyes on him, her
first thought is that her time at the academy might actually be fun, but
this theory quickly fades when she and Lincoln clash on day one. To
further prove her admission into Fallen Academy is cursed, the entire
school is thrown into chaos when an Abrus demon reveals that he
knows Brielle's secret. Now, above all else, Lincoln must fight to
protect her. To his surprise, the only thing more difficult than trying to
save her ... is trying not to fall for her.
Once Upon a Time meets Game of Thrones in New York Times
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bestselling author Gena Showalter’s magical, romantic dark fantasy
series, in which the fairy tales we know and love are prophecies of the
future. Welcome to the Forest of Good and Evil, where villains may
be heroes and heroes may be villains...it all depends on who you ask.
In the realm of Enchantia, creatures of legend still exist, magic is the
norm, and fairy tales are real. Raised in the human world, Everly
Morrow has no idea she’s a fairy-tale princess—until she begins to
commune with mirrors. Soon, a horrifying truth is revealed. She is
fated to be Snow White’s greatest enemy, the Evil Queen. With powers
beyond her imagination or control, Everly returns to the land of her
birth. There, she meets Roth Charmaine, the supposed Prince
Charming. Their attraction is undeniable, but their relationship is
doomed. As Everly faces disasters and betrayals, giving in to her dark
side proves more tempting. Can she resist, or will she become the
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villain she was born to be? Critics love The Evil Queen: “Showalter
(the Everlife books) delivers an entertaining series opener that
condemns prejudice while championing self-determination. Romancesweet and steamy, gay and straight-features prominently, action and
humor abound, and the mystery of how each character figures into
the legend imparts intrigue.”—Publishers Weekly “The novel's conceit
has a lot of potential with its deconstruction of a cherished fairy tale,
an interesting take on good and evil as actions rather than fate, and a
long cast of characters in ever evolving roles that will leave readers
wondering who they are supposed to be.”—Kirkus Reviews The Forest
of Good and Evil Series: The Evil Queen The Glass Queen
The first saga of Scarlett Dawn's international bestselling Forever
Evermore series, now in one volume. King Hall A fresh, meaty,
sink–your–teeth–in–and–hold–on–tight new adult fantasy series kicks
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off with King Hall… Lily Ruckler is adept at one thing: survival. Born
a Mystical hybrid, her mere existence is forbidden. Then Lily becomes
deeply entrenched with those who would destroy her simply for
existing – The Mystical Kings. Being named future King of the Shifters
shoves Lily into the spotlight. But with risk comes a certain solace – her
friendships with the other three Kings: a wicked Vampire, a wild–child
Mage, and a playboy Elemental. Backed by their faith and trust, Lily
begins to relax into her new life. Then chaos erupts as the fragile
peace between Commoners and Mysticals is broken, and suddenly Lily
realises the greatest threat was never from within, and her fear takes
on a new name: human. King Cave The long–awaited sequel to the
bestselling, award–winning King Hall: the revolution is here, but the
most dangerous attack may come from within... The world of Lily
Ruckler and her fellow Mystical Kings and Queens is rocked to the
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core by the attacks at King Hall. Lily has to assume the mantle of
leadership, and bring the surviving Mysticals to King Cave. But she is
not alone. Ezra becomes her rock, her best friend, the one person who
understands. As Pearl and Jack struggle with loss, Ezra and Lily work
to keep the Mys community safe in their new home, and plan a deadly
retaliation. Their friendship saves them both...but it also draws
attention. It's not normal for Shifters and Vampires to be friends, and
when a horrifying truth is revealed, their relationship morphs from
unusual to unspeakable. Lily is good at keeping secrets that could get
her killed. Is she willing to risk Ezra's life as well? King Tomb From
Scarlett Dawn comes the stunning, sexy, sensual, surprising,
spell–binding conclusion to the best–selling first Forever Evermore
trilogy. Queen Shifter, Lily Ruckler, has found solace in brutal
warfare. Her bloodied fists and bared fangs fill the holes left in her
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memory, the blank spaces that leave her soul aching and empty. Her
only pleasure is in blood; her only salvation is the relationship she has
with her infant child, the baby of unknown origins who brings her
solace and stability. When a standard reconnaissance mission leaves
her trapped inside King Zeller's private quarters, surprise attraction
rapidly turns to a battle of wills and an intense power struggle that
leaves no clear victor. In order to win the war against the Commoners,
the King Vampire and Queen Shifter must work together. But their
chance meeting has led to more than an unlikely alliance. Secrets have
a way of surfacing, especially on a torn–up battlefield, and Lily and
Ezra are about to re–learn all they cannot remember. If they can't
control their emotions and responses, it will be to their own ruin and
the destruction of everything around them.
Cold Mark
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Shuttered Affections (Cornerstone #1)
Using Metrics in Animal Shelters
Brightest Kind of Darkness
An Ela of Salisbury Medieval Mystery

In this fast-paced dystopian thrill ride from
New York Times–bestselling author Amy
Tintera, perfect for fans of The Hunger
Games, Legend, and Divergent, a seventeenyear-old girl returns from death as a Reboot
and is trained as an elite crime-fighting
soldier . . . until she is given an order she
refuses to obey. Wren Connolly died five
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years ago, only to Reboot after 178 minutes.
Now she is one of the deadliest Reboots
around . . . unlike her newest trainee, Callum
22, who is practically still human. As Wren
tries to teach Callum how to be a soldier, his
hopeful smile works its way past her
defenses. Unfortunately, Callum’s big heart
also makes him a liability, and Wren is
ordered to eliminate him. To save Callum,
Wren will have to risk it all. Wren’s
captivating voice and unlikely romance with
Callum will keep readers glued to the page in
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Amy Tintera’s high-stakes alternate reality,
and diving straight into its action-packed
sequel, Rebel. Don’t miss Amy Tintera’s new
fantasy series, Ruined—full of epic stakes,
sweeping romance, hidden identities, and
scheming siblings.
Wildest Dreams
The Later Adventures of Sylvia Scarlett
Enjoying the Chase
Secrets of a Sun King
In the Language of My Captor
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